
The DATA Act
What You Need to Know: 



The DATA Act may have a significant impact on your agency, 

but do you know how? 

Flip through this slide deck and get the facts.



The DATA Act seeks to standardize federal spending data 

across agencies. 

•   It's the first U.S. open data law. The goal is to transform    

     all federal spending information from disconnected         

     documents into standardized, machine-readable data.

•   It mandates two basic steps: first, standardize the data     

     elements and format of the federal government's existing  

     spending reports. Second, publish all that information as  

     standardized, machine-readable data.

•   It does not change the content of the existing reports, nor  

      does it change who sends or receives the existing reports.  

      It just imposes a common format and common data fields.  

     With standards it will lessen the burden for grantee and  

     contractor reporting.

•   It radically increases transparency and accountability  

     both to congress and the public.

The vision of the DATA Act



May 2017 - Federal agencies report to Treasure 

via the data elements prescribed by the Data Act 

element dictionary (DAIMS).

May 2018 - Grantees and contractors may MAY be 

required to report to their grantors and awarding 

agencies via the data element prescribed by the 

Data Act element dictionary (DAIMS).

The most important dates for 
grantees and awardees.
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The goal: a reduced burden for grantees.

•   If grant recipients are provided common elements, they'll 

      be able to accurately complete forms in a timelier manner 

      and therefore reduce burden.

•   By identifying duplication across forms, agencies can 

      update the current outdated forms process and reduce 

      the number of forms.

What does the HHS Section 5 pilot
mean for grantees?



•   Financial transparency is intensifying, and there is no sign       

      of a downturn soon.

•   Prepare by streamlining data reporting today—make the       

      move from manual to automated, auditable, and 

      sustainable processes.

•   When is the last time you reviewed your financial 

      reporting process? Take a look at where manual effort 

      can introduce risk, waste time, and lose sight of 

      data accuracy.

We are amidst a transition from document-based reporting 

to data reporting. Because data quality is key, data dictionaries 

like DAIMS will be enforced for data—similar SEC reporting 

via the US GAAP Taxonomy. These data dictionary standards 

make it easier to test for data quality, and easier to aggregate 

and analyze data from different organizations. For grantees, 

early preparation is key. 



•    An article covering the June 2016 DATA Act Summit in Washington, D.C.

•    An outline of the DATA Act timeline through 2018

•    A detailed overview of the Section 5 Grants Pilot

•    An opportunity to provide public comment on functionality for the future of USAspending.gov

Don't stop here.
Follow these links for additional resources and to learn more. 

https://www.workiva.com/newsroom/power-consumer-first-data-possibilities-data-act
http://www.datacoalition.org/issues/data-act/
http://www.hhs.gov/about/agencies/asfr/data-act-program-management-office/section-5-grants-pilot/index.html
https://openbeta.usaspending.gov/index.html


Workiva (NYSE:WK) created Wdesk, a cloud-based 

productivity platform for enterprises to collect, link, 

report, and analyze business data with control and 

accountability. Thousands of organizations, including 

public sector and government agencies, use Wdesk. 

About Workiva



Minimize manual work for your financial reporting process, and 
empower your to team focus on insightful analysis of financial data. 
Manage the complexities of state and local government reporting 
with a single cloud-based solution.

For more information, visit workiva.com/sled.
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